Integrating the Marginalized: Bringing the Disenfranchised from the Shadows to the Limelight

April 1-2, 2010
Goldberg Room, Boalt Hall

Thursday, April 1, 2010
12:45-1:45: Advising Noncitizen Defendants on the Immigration Consequences of Criminal Convictions

Friday, April 2, 2010
9:30-11:00: The Administration for Change: Integrating Marginalized Communities’ Needs into the Executive Agenda
11:00-12:30: Integrating the Judiciary: Bringing Diversity to the Bench
12:45-1:45: Michael Nava, Keynote Address
Staff Attorney for California Supreme Court Justice Carlos Moreno & Candidate for San Francisco Superior Court Judge
2:00-3:30: Integrating LGBT Communities into the Civil Rights Movement
3:30-5:30: Reception, Donor Lobby, sponsored by Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Co-sponsored by: